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Emerging techniques to monitor temperature and supply 
heat for multiscale solid-based catalysis processes☆

Mingbin Gao1, Mao Ye1 and Zhongmin Liu1,2

To the achievement of carbon neutrality and sustainable 
chemical industries, optimization and reformation of energy 
(heat) management for catalyst design and catalysis process 
developments play a key role. This review examines the 
underlying mechanism of fundamental solid-based catalysis, 
for example, structure of active sites, chemical kinetics, and 
molecular transport, affected by temperature. In situ/operando 
multiscale thermometry aimed to the temperature-monitoring of 
local active sites, catalyst body, or reactor is overviewed. 
Toward precise heat supply for active sites, the examples of 
state-of-the-art heating techniques for solid catalysts are 
analyzed in detail. Through recent examples, we illustrate that 
innovative heating techniques combined with online 
spatiotemporal-resolved thermometry may initiate 
transformative industrial catalytic processes.
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Introduction
The fabrication of more than 85% of readily available 
energy, in the form of liquid fuel, and versatile multi-
functional materials, in the form of plastics, in modern 

society involves solid materials as heterogeneous catalysts 
[1,2]. The exploitation of solid catalysts is of crucial im-
portance to the revolution of conventional petrochemical, 
coal, and biomass industries to carbon neutrality and sus-
tainable society. Heat as a universal form of energy supply 
is of great importance to temperature-controlled catalytic 
efficiency (yield of products and kinetics), process 
economy (energy costs), and production safety (easy to 
control) during solid-based catalysis [3–5].

The thermodynamic equilibrium of chemical reaction can 
be represented by the laws of =K G RTexp( / )r

eq , 
which involves the Gibbs free energy of chemical reaction 
and temperature, and can determine the primary product 
distributions. The essential role of the catalyst is to low-
ering the activation energy to enable chemical reaction 
rate. For most typical reactions, the reaction kinetic con-
stant can be related to temperature exponentially by the 
Arrhenius equation =k A E RTexp ( / )a within a certain 
temperature range, where Ea is the activation energy. In 
addition, the geometric of active sites, for example, metal 
clusters/nanoparticles (NPs) [6] and proton acid [7], is 
found to be sensitive to temperature. In this sense, 
temperature plays a crucial role in the selectivity, re-
activity, and stability of catalytic systems. However, pre-
vailing techniques of temperature measurement for 
catalytic systems are mainly aimed at the scale of bulk 
catalysts and phases [3,8]. This calls urgent development 
on thermometry with high spatial- and temporal resolu-
tion that can read out local temperature at the active sites 
and desired spot of catalyst body under operating condi-
tions. With local operating temperature in hand, the 
elusive interplay between reaction kinetics/catalyst de-
activation and real temperature at different local active 
sites can be profoundly understood toward rational design 
of solid catalysts [3,5]. Based on the relationship between 
temperature and optimized catalytic behavior at the local 
active site, how to control heat supply and temperature 
precisely at the desired region is vitally important for the 
development of catalysis process and reactor engineering. 
Indeed, it aims at the development of protocols where the 
energy (heat) required for a given process to occur can be 
provided directly at the region of catalyst where it is 
needed [9–11].
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To this end, this review briefly first summarizes the 
potential and prominent effect of temperature on 
the fundamental catalysis process. Then, we overview 
the development on thermometry toward spatial- and 
temporal-resolved at the multiscale from local active 
sites, desired catalyst region to the catalyst bed. The 
state-of-the-art heating modes that can provide heat to 
active sites pointedly and efficiently are introduced. The 
novelty of this review is the systematic summary of po-
tential thermometry suitable for spatially and/or tempo-
rally monitoring temperature variations from active sites, 
individual catalysts to reactor. And the systematic in-
troduction of novel heating techniques suitable for solid 
catalysis that can speed up achieving net-zero emis-
sion energy future. Besides, a brief outline of current 
problems and challenges was given to determine the 
direction for subsequent research.

The typical effect of temperature on solid- 
based catalysis process
Figure 1 summarizes the most common fundamental 
aspect in catalysis determined by temperature, that is, 
structure of active sites, reaction kinetics, and molecular 
mass transport.

Supported-metal/metal alloy single-atom, clusters, and 
NP catalysts have been widely used in hydrogenation, 

dehydrogenation, hydroisomerization, oxidation reac-
tions, and so on [12,13]. However, metal particles suffer 
from severe sintering at elevated temperature, which 
makes the structure of metal-active sites and stability of 
such catalysts highly sensitive to temperature [6,14]
(Figure 1a). Proton acid sites are other widely used 
catalysts in industry, for example, catalytic cracking of oil 
[15] and methanol-to-olefins [16,17]. In Figure 1b, 
Frisch [18] and Bada [7] et al. found that elevating 
temperature can facilitate the mobility of proton be-
tween adjacent sites, and such location of the proton has 
a crucial role in catalytic performance [19]. In brief, 
temperature has a crucial effect on the structure of metal 
particles and the location of proton in the catalyst fra-
mework, which can determine the intrinsic activity of 
active sites.

Temperature, a direct indicator of the kinetic energy 
and collisional frequency of reacting molecules [3], de-
termines the kinetics of chemical reactions. However, 
due to the diverse response of reaction intermedia to 
temperature, the nonmonotonic relation between tem-
perature and catalyst performance is shown [20–23]. For 
instance, for the methanol-to-hydrocarbon (MTH) re-
actions, low reaction temperature (below 573 K) cannot 
sufficiently accelerate the formation of hydrocarbon pool 
species (HCPs) to launch the autocatalysis characteristic 

Figure 1  
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The effect of reaction temperature on (a) structure/(b) location of catalytic active sites, (c) chemical kinetics/(d) activity and (e and f) molecular mass 
transport. 
Some elements or data in the figure are obtained from Ref. [6,7,18,20,28,29].
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of MTH reactions [20], which shows low conversion of 
methanol and short lifetime. At the range of 573–673 K, 
increasing the reaction temperature can prolong the 
catalyst lifetime due to the sufficient activation of HCPs 
and growing species type of HCPs [21,22,24]. However, 
when temperature is above 673 K, the dominant role of 
deactivation kinetics at excessive temperature is re-
vealed and leads to fast coke deactivation. For the hy-
drogenation of CO, the temperature can significantly 
affect the reaction intermedia on metal catalysts [5]. In 
this sense, the elusive relation between temperature and 
catalyst performance due to the complied reaction be-
havior of intermedia or variation in active sites needs to 
be further elucidated.

Molecular transportation is usually positively correlated 
with temperature due to thermal motion [25]. For most 
molecules, the diffusion rate can be empirically related 
to temperature by the Arrhenius equation [26]. In-
creased temperature is considered to provide kinetic 
energy for the molecule to cross diffusion energy barriers 
[27]. However, Zheng et al. [28] found that under higher 
temperature, molecules with long chain are inclined to 
distortion and such molecular deformation can sig-
nificantly impede diffusion rate in the confinement of 

zeolite framework. Therefore, understanding an anom-
alous mechanism of molecular transport under high 
temperature or reaction temperature is highly desired.

To better understand the effect of temperature on cat-
alysis, the reaction kinetics and molecular diffusion need 
to be considered simultaneously. However, under high 
temperature, differentiating the contribution of reaction 
and diffusion to catalyst performance remains a big 
challenge.

Advanced characterizations for temperature- 
monitoring
Figure 2 represents the representative thermometry for 
the multiscale catalysis process. At the scale of the cat-
alyst bed, thermocouples with high accuracy are easy to 
fabricate and replace, which are the most commonly 
applied method of temperature-monitoring for bulk 
catalyst bed. Yarulina et al. [23] employed multiple 
thermocouples to monitor the temperatures at different 
axial positions inside the catalyst bed during MTH re-
actions. With the implementation of multiple thermo-
couples, the temporal evolutions of temperature at 
the specific position and the position of the hotspot in 
the catalyst bed can be detected. In addition, they found 

Figure 2  
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Representative and potential thermometry suitable for in situ/operando monitoring temperature variations during multiscale catalysis process from 
active sites, individual catalyst to reactor. 
Some elements in the figure are obtained from Ref. [5,23,31,32,35,39,41].
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that when the reaction temperature is above 773 K, a 
lower temperature rise in the catalyst bed contributes to 
extended catalyst lifetime. Fiber-optic thermometer is 
an alternative noninvasive thermometry compared with 
the intrusive thermocouple [30]. However, the reactor is 
required to permit the transmission of light at the in-
terested region to measure the internal temperature of 
the catalyst bed for fiber-optic thermometer. Nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) thermometry can non-
invasively detect one-dimensional signal of the axial 
direction of reactor, and changes in NMR signal can be 
related to temperature variations. Koptyug et al. [31]
correlated the 27Al NMR signal intensity and tempera-
ture during the hydration of propylene over Pd/γ-Al2O3 
catalyst, and they obtained the temporal variations in 
temperature along the reactor axial direction. However, 
the changes in NMR signal can be related to various 
factors, for example, catalyst structure, humidity, and so 
on, thus, the feasibility of NMR thermometry to cata-
lysis is still to be proven and developed. Limited to the 
low spatial resolution and layout mode of thermocouple 
and fiber-optic thermometer (∼millimeter scale), in-
frared (IR) thermography can provide 2D thermal ima-
ging within the catalyst bed during catalysis. Simeone 
et al. [32] used fast IR thermography to visualize the 2D 
temperature distribution of fixed bed reactor during 
catalytic partial oxidation of methane over Rh/Al2O3 
catalyst, and investigate the effect of internal heat re-
covery on reactor performance and catalyst thermal 
stress.

Obtaining spatiotemporal-resolved temperature dis-
tribution within individual catalyst body is of great 
concern to the understanding of the heterogeneities of 
kinetics and deactivation in catalyst [33]. At present, 
some available techniques can monitor temperature 
variations at the local region or external surface of in-
dividual catalyst particle during catalysis. Tsukahara 
et al. [30] used the intensity ratio of Stokes and anti- 
Stokes lines and by in situ Raman scattering measure-
ments to detect the temperature around the external 
surface of Co NP catalyst (region: 10–20 µm). They 
found that compared with the measured results of bulk 
catalyst, the temperature at the local–external surface of 
Co NPs under the effect of microwave (MW) shows the 
occurrence of abnormally high temperatures than bulk 
temperature. Such observation verified the effect of 
‘nonequilibrium local heating’ and demonstrated the 
enhancement in reaction rate over metal NPs under MW 
irradiation. Hu et al. [34] present a method capable of 
measuring the surface temperature of plasmonic nanos-
tructures (e.g. Au NPs) decorated by phenyl isocyanide 
(PIC) molecule with surface-enhanced Raman spectro-
scopy. The stretching vibration of PIC is directly de-
pendent on temperature, which can be reflected on the 
changes of the Raman shift. Wada et al. [35] im-
plemented in situ-extended X-ray absorption fine 

structure (EXAFS) to study the response of local tem-
perature at Pt NPs to MW irradiation affected by 
the supported matrix. According to the finding that 
Deby–Waller factor of EXAFS spectra (Au NPs) is 
sensitive to temperature [36], they used Deby–Waller 
factor as an indicator to temperature of Pt NPs. In ad-
dition, the signals in Deby–Waller factor can only be 
related to variation of metal NPs by adjusting energy of 
X-ray, thus the measured temperature can be focused on 
metal NPs. They found the difference in the average 
temperatures between Pt NPs and the bulk under MWs 
reaches + 26 K and + 132 K for Pt/Al2O3 and Pt/SiO2, 
respectively. And they speculated lower thermal con-
ductivity of the SiO2 support may hinder the heat 
transfer from Pt NPs to the supported matrix. Lumi-
nescence thermometry exploits the relationship be-
tween temperature and luminescence properties to 
achieve thermal sensing from the spatial and spectral 
analysis of the light generated from the object to be 
thermally imaged [37]. There are six parameters that 
define the luminescence emission of a given material: 
intensity, band shape, spectral position, polarization, 
lifetime, and bandwidth [37], which can be applied as a 
temperature indictor depending on specific lumines-
cence materials. The fruitful application cases of lumi-
nescence thermometry implemented by different 
subclass principles in the field of micro-/nanoelectronics, 
integrated photonics, and biomedicine is well-summar-
ized in other reviews [37,38]. To measure temperature 
with sufficient spatial resolution and at elevated tem-
peratures, luminescent NPs with excellent thermo-
stability need to be developed for the application to 
catalysis. Weckhuysen et al. [8] developed thermostable 
NaY0.8Yb0.18Er0.02F4/SiO2 core/shell (NaYF4@SiO2) up 
to 900 K and correlated the integrated intensity ratio of 
the 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 peak of NaYF4@SiO2 excited by 
980-nm laser and temperature. And they implemented 
NaYF4 @SiO2 NPs physically mixed with catalyst or 
attached to the external surface of catalyst particle as 
nanosensor to indicate the temperature variations during 
MTH [39] and syngas to hydrocarbons reactions [5], 
respectively. They found that the difference between 
temperature of the local–external catalyst surface and set 
temperature of the reactor can be up to + 85 K for MTH 
or + 40 K for syngas to hydrocarbons, respectively. Si-
milarly, the ratio of integrated emission intensities of the  
5D1 and 5D0 states of europium oxychloride (EuOCl) 
excited by 375-nm laser can be related to temperature 
[40]. They applied EuOCl as both solid catalyst for 
methane oxychlorination reaction and luminescence 
thermometer to operando determine the temperature of 
local EuOCl catalyst in fixed reactor.

At the nanoscale, for instance, when temperature is 
above 773 K, the linear expansion of liquid Au(Si) is 
related to the temperature observed by high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy [41]. Thus, Au(Si)-β 
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Ga2O3 nanocable can show the temperature changes at 
the nanoscale. However, thermometry with sufficient 
spatial resolution that can reach the scale of the catalytic 
active site (∼subnanometer to nanometer) during cata-
lysis needs to be further exploited.

In the future, the thermometry for individual catalyst is 
expected to present a complete temperature distribution 
within a catalyst with high spatial and temporal resolu-
tions. The thermometry for the reactor is required to be 
suitable for various catalysis occasions, such as magnetic 
and electric fields.

The state-of-the-art heat supply techniques
In Figure 3a, for conventional heating (CH), the heat 
source (e.g. Joule heat generated by electricity) is 
transferred to the solid catalysts from the outside wall/ 
thermal medium by heat conduction and convection. 
Rostrup-Nielsen et al. [42] estimated that only about 
50% of the external heating provided to reformer 

reactors is used for running the catalytic process. Such 
route often results in slow start-up times due to the high 
heat capacity of the system and high energy losses. In 
addition, the catalyst performance is often limited by 
heat transfer efficiency rather than to the intrinsic cata-
lyst activity [11].

MW energy can directly and selectively supply heat to 
metal NPs (e.g. Pt [35], Mo [43], Ni [44], Fe [44,45], and 
Co [30]) as catalysts, which results in focused heating of 
the metal NPs. Some examples of MW-assisted hetero-
geneous catalysis include steam or dry reforming of me-
thane, pyrolysis of biomass and petroleum oil, the 
regeneration of zeolites, and dehydrogenation reaction as 
summarized by Meloni et al. [10]. Compared with the 
efficiency of CH, MW heating affords shorter time to 
targeted temperature and significantly decreases the en-
ergy lost. Importantly, it has been widely verified that 
solid-based catalytic reactions can be accelerated by MW 
heating. Jie et al. [44,45] reported that the selective and 

Figure 3  
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(a) Conventional and the state-of-the-art (b) MW with metal NPs, (c) photo with plasmonic NPs, and (d) electromagnetic induction with magnetic 
NP heating techniques for solid-based catalysis process. 
Some elements in the figure are obtained from Ref. [54].  
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local heating of the Fe or Ni NPs by MW heating en-
hances the dehydrogenation reaction of fuel and hinders 
the unexpected side reactions of CO2 formation due to 
the suppression of thermal cracking in gas atmosphere 
[46]. MW-promoted catalytic dehydrogenation of fossil 
hydrocarbon fuels greatly yields carbon-free hydrogen 
production. Because of the strong interaction between 
the electron of metal NPs and MW, some researchers 
demonstrated that, for instance, at the same conversion of 
ammonia decomposition, the required reaction tempera-
ture by MW heating (∼673 K) is significantly lower than 
that by CH route (∼873 K) [43]. However, the large-scale 
industrial applications of MW-assisted catalysis are still 
challenging. The four main key issues must be addressed: 
unclear interaction between MW and compo-
nents, lacking thermometry in the MW field, hetero-
geneous heating by MW, and difficult control of energy 
distribution [9].

Plasmonic metal NPs (e.g. Au, Ag, and Cu) constitute a 
class of materials that interact strongly with light via 
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) excitation 
[47]. It has been widely verified that substantial en-
hancements in the rates of chemical reactions on illu-
minated plasmonic NP catalysts compared with 
the corresponding systems in the absence of illumina-
tion. Two underlying mechanisms are proposed to ex-
plain such enhancement in reactivity, one assumes a 
local plasmon-induced hot charge-carrier-mediated acti-
vation of the reactants, while the other assumes an 
LSPR-induced local heating of the catalyst. The energy 
absorbed by NPs from light can be transferred to thermal 
energy to heat NPs, for instance, the difference between 
bulk temperature and local temperature of Ni@p-SiO2 
NPs under visible light illumination can reach up to 
+ 250 K [48]. Such high-temperature rise by light illu-
mination is contributed by the thermal insulation of 
outer-nanoshell SiO2. Linic et al. [47] demonstrated that 
for dense and high loading of Ag NPs in support, the 
dominant mechanism for the enhancement in reaction 
rate over plasmonic NPs is the local heating of catalyst, 
which resulted from the NPs that mutually heat each 
other due to the close proximity between NPs. This 
finding was supported by the well-designed annular re-
actor with thermocouples. With the implementation of 
plasmonic metal NPs, photothermal catalysis- absorbed 
energy from solar light and heat, as a promising tech-
nology, can dramatically enhance the catalytic activity 
and potentially revolute current thermal catalytic process 
[49]. However, the insufficient exposure of catalysts to 
light limits the large-scale applications of LSPR-induced 
heating.

The electromagnetic induction heating (EIH) of mag-
netic NPs exposed to a varying magnetic field produced 

by an alternating current generator (Figure 3d) has been 
preliminarily exploited for solid-based catalysis. The 
heat can be originated by induction directly on the cat-
alyst with magnetic NPs without the need to cross the 
whole reactor. To decorate magnetic NPs with catalytic 
active sites, Kirschning et al. [50–52] employed surface 
engineering via exohedral chemical functionalization 
and/or metal NP decoration to decorate catalytic active 
sites on silica layer of magnetic NP–silica core–shell. For 
instance, the Au0 and Pd0 NPs decorated on the outer 
SiO2 layer, which encapsulates Fe2O3/Fe3O4 NPs, are 
implemented to the oxidation of allylic/benzylic alcohols 
[52] and Suzuki–Miyaura/Heck cross-coupling reactions 
[50,51], respectively. This can expand reactions that 
cannot be achieved by magnetic NPs through the 
grafting of catalytic sites on the SiO2 layer. Deng et al. 
[53] used H-ZSM-5 as catalytic carrier to encapsulate 
magnetic NPs (NiFe2O4@TiO2), which achieves the 
citronellal isomerization reaction heated by EIH through 
NiFe2O4@TiO2 as a magnetically susceptible medium. 
Bordet et al. [54] developed iron carbide NPs with ex-
ceptional heating properties and coloaded them with 
catalytic metals (Ni and Ru) on silica alumina powder 
(SiRAlox) support to improve the catalytic efficiency of 
CO2 hydrogenation. For a simple situation, magnetic 
NPs can be physically mixed with catalyst particles in 
a reactor to achieve catalysis process by EIH [51]. The 
safe and simplified scale-up of EIH can be expected, 
however, the combination of magnetic susceptors fea-
turing high hyperthermic efficiency with catalytic sites is 
a research area in its infancy [11].

Conclusions and perspectives
Temperature is of crucial significance to solid-based cat-
alyst performance from the perspective of the structure of 
active sites, chemical kinetics and activity, and molecular 
transport. A profound understanding of the catalytic me-
chanism affected by temperature relies on sufficiently 
spatial-/temporal-resolved and accurate thermometry. 
Obtaining spatiotemporal heterogeneity of temperature 
within individual catalyst body is the key to bridge 
the correlation of catalytic performance between active 
sites and macroscopic catalyst bed for temperature-con-
trolled catalysis processes. However, such knowledge is 
hampered by the lacking of in situ/operando thermometry 
with microimaging function. Developing heating proto-
cols with quick response, high efficiency, selectivity, and 
safe operation that can provide heat directly to catalytic 
active sites is of great importance to reform conventional 
industrial catalysis. The implementation of emerging 
MW, photo-, or/and EIH techniques not only facilitates 
the precise control of temperature at active sites but also 
provides new routes for solid-based catalysis, for example, 
photothermal catalysis. Toward carbon neutrality and 
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sustainable chemical industries, reformation of conven-
tional industrial catalysis needs the consideration of heat 
transfer in catalyst design and the development of online 
monitoring-supplying heat to specific active sites.
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